Being an expert in cheese
convenience products, we offer a
varied range of cheese and packaging
concepts. Discover our range of
premium to-go cheese products…

√ (Young) adult snacking items
√ Premium cheese
√ Ready-to-use
√ Easy-to-consume
√ Portion control

Expert in… Premium Cheese To Go
We have developed a new range cheese products focused on the (young) adult snacking
market. Both the cheese and the packaging have been selected carefully to ensure a final
product of high quality. The cheese used in these products are cheeses with their own
specific, premium taste. The packaging of each concept is selected and modified, to
provide a packaging that is ready to use and a product that is easy to consume. Since the
cheese used in these concepts is packed in small portions, it is easy to control your portions.

Experts in cheese convenience
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Cheese Selection
The Cheese Selection range has been developed to provide a suitable delicacy to consume as a snack to treat yourself at home or to be served as an after meal dessert. In this
range, we have developed four delicious cheese combinations.

Gouda Gourmet
√
√
√
√

Four Gouda cheese varieties
Treat yourself snack
To share
Portion controlled cheese plate

Four premium Gouda cheese in one tray. The
first, the Gouda Cumin is a mild Gouda, with the
typical taste of cumin. The second, Gouda Mild
has a soft and creamy taste. In the third cheese,
chilies have been added, which creates a more
piquant Gouda cheese. The Gouda Matured is a
more firm cheese, with a rich flavour.

Contains
Gouda Cumin 48%, Gouda Mild 48%, Gouda Chili 48%, Gouda Extra Matured 48%
Shape		Triangles
Weight per CU 4x15g (60g ℮)
Pallet content 200 colli (2.000 CU)
Packaging		Tray, insert, top film, lid, C-label.
MOQ		1 pallet
Box content
10 trays of 60g ℮ (0.6 kg) in SRP case
Shelf life		45 days

Distinctive Dutch
√
√
√
√

Four typical Dutch cheeses
Treat yourself snack
To share
Portion controlled cheese plate

Discover the taste of typical Dutch cheese. Frisian Clove cheese is originated from the northern
region of the Netherlands, Friesland. The cheese
is made from skimmed milk with the addition of
cloves and cumin’s. The Beemster Mild is a savoury
cheese with a creamy-soft taste. The cheese with
Fenugreek has a slightly sweet and nutty flavour.
The last cheese, the Goat Mild is full and creamy.
Contains		Frisian Clove Cheese 40%, Beemster Mild
Shape		Triangles
Weight per CU 4x15g (60g ℮)
Packaging		Tray, insert, top film, lid, C-label.
Box content
10 trays of 60g ℮ (0.6 kg) in SRP case
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48%, Gouda Fenugreek 48%, Goat Cheese Mild 50%
Pallet content 200 colli (2.000 CU)
MOQ		1 pallet
Shelf life		45 days
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European Excellence
√
√
√
√

Four special European cheeses
Treat yourself snack
To share
Portion controlled cheese plate

Perfect snacking product with four delicious European cheeses. Iberico cheese is a Spanish cheese
made from a mix of cow, sheep and goat milk with
a distinctive piquant and rich taste. The Beemster
old cheese is a Dutch cheese that has a firm texture
and rich flavour. Swiss Gruyère has a typical slightly
salty and nutty taste. Red Cheddar is originated in
England and has a mild, but full flavour.
Contains		Iberico 50%, Beemster Old 48%, Swiss Gruyère 45%, Cheddar Red 50%
Shape		Triangles
Weight per CU 4x15g (60g ℮)
Pallet content 200 colli (2.000 CU)
Packaging		Tray, insert, top film, lid, C-label.
MOQ		1 pallet
Box content
10 trays of 60g ℮ (0.6 kg) in SRP case
Shelf life		45 days

Dutch Dipping Delight
√
√
√
√

Cheese with a dip
Treat yourself snack
To share
Portion controlled cheese plate

Snacking product with four Dutch cheeses and a dip in the middle. The first cheese is a Gouda Mild,
with a soft-creamy taste. The second is the Gouda Extra Matured and has a rich, more robust flavour. The Beemster Old is a cheese with a firm texture and a velvety mouth-feel. The last one, the
Proosdy Cheese is a piquant cheese, with a full, slightly sweet flavour. The cheeses together with
the Mustard Dill dip, provides the perfect, ready-to-consume snacking product.
Contains

Gouda Mild 48%, Gouda Extra Matured 48%, Beemster Old 48%, Proosdy Cheese 45%
Mustard Dill dip 20 ml.
Shape		Triangles & Dip
Weight per CU 4x15g (60g ℮) + 20 ml dip
Packaging		Tray, insert, top film, lid, C-label.
Box content
10 trays of 80g ℮ (0.8 kg) in SRP case
Pallet content 200 colli (2.000 CU)
MOQ		1 pallet
Shelf life		45 days
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Cheese & Cracker
The Cheese & Cracker concept is developed with the idea of creating a perfect afternoon
snacking product to take along in your lunchbox. We have put two chunky slices of cheese
and two crackers together in one small carton box. The cheese combined with the slightly
salty Jacob’s crackers provides a delicious savoury snack, that can be easily eaten on the go.
We have selected four premium cheeses to combine with the crackers.

Emmental & Crackers
√
√
√
√

Sweet and nutty cheese
Snacking product
Perfect snack for (young) adults
Portion controlled snack

Emmental cheese has its origin in the pastures
of the Swiss Alps. The typical sweet-nutty flavour of the Emmental cheese and the slightly
salty crackers results in a snack with a delicious
mouthfeel.

Contains
Size per CU
Weight per CU
Packaging
SRP case single
Outer box single
Pallet content single

Emmental 45% & Jacob’s crackers
± 47x22x92 mm
2x10g cheese (20g ℮) + 2x5g cracker (10g)
Printed film, small carton box.
12 pieces
6 x SRP case of 12 pieces (72 CU)
100 colli (7.200 CU)

SRP Case mixed
Outer box mixed
Pallet content mixed
MOQ
Shelf life

36 pieces
4 x SRP case of 36 pieces (144 CU)
50 colli (7.200 CU)
1/2 pallet
60 days

Gouda & Crackers
√
√
√
√

Mild, creamy cheese
Snacking product
Perfect snack for (young) adults
Portion controlled snack

Gouda cheese is the most famous Dutch cheese
and appreciated worldwide. The Gouda cheese
is a favourite cheese to eat with a cracker,
because of its mild, creamy and savoury taste.

Contains
Size per CU
Weight per CU
Packaging
SRP case single
Outer box single
Pallet content single
4

Gouda 48% & Jacob’s crackers
± 47x22x92 mm
2x10g cheese (20g ℮) + 2x5g cracker (10g)
Printed film, small carton box.
12 pieces
6 x SRP case of 12 pieces (72 CU)
100 colli (7.200 CU)

SRP Case mixed
Outer box mixed
Pallet content mixed
MOQ
Shelf life

36 pieces
4 x SRP case of 36 pieces (144 CU)
50 colli (7.200 CU)
1/2 pallet
60 days
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Gouda Light & Crackers
√
√
√
√

Reduced fat Gouda cheese
Snacking product
Perfect snack for (young) adults
Portion controlled snack

The cheese we have selected for this portion
is a matured Light Gouda. The rich and full
taste of the light Gouda together with the
savoury crackers makes this a delicious,
(more) responsible snack.

Contains
Size per CU
Weight per CU
Packaging
SRP case single
Outer box single
Pallet content single

Gouda Light 30% & Jacob’s crackers
± 47x22x92 mm
2x10g cheese (20g ℮) + 2x5g cracker (10g)
Printed film, small carton box.
12 pieces
6 x SRP case of 12 pieces (72 CU)
100 colli (7.200 CU)

SRP Case mixed
Outer box mixed
Pallet content mixed
MOQ
Shelf life

36 pieces
4 x SRP case of 36 pieces (144 CU)
50 colli (7.200 CU)
1/2 pallet
60 days

Gouda Cumin & Crackers
√
√
√
√

Gouda cheese with cumin
Snacking product
Perfect snack for (young) adults
Portion controlled snack

The Gouda Cumin is a traditional Dutch Gouda
cheese with cumin. The taste of the cheese is
mild and creamy with a refined cumin flavour.
Gouda Cumin with Jacob’s crackers gives a
unique experience of taste.

Contains
Size per CU
Weight per CU
Packaging
SRP case single
Outer box single
Pallet content single

Gouda Cumin 48% & Jacob’s crackers
± 47x22x92 mm
2x10g cheese (20g ℮) + 2x5g cracker (10g)
Printed film, small carton box.
12 pieces
6 x SRP case of 12 pieces (72 CU)
100 colli (7.200 CU)
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SRP Case mixed
Outer box mixed
Pallet content mixed
MOQ
Shelf life

36 pieces
4 x SRP case of 36 pieces (144 CU)
50 colli (7.200 CU)
1/2 pallet
60 days
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Cheese & Dip
During the development of this concept we have been searching for the most appetizing
combination of cheese and dip. The three chosen combinations are refreshing, distinctive
and delicious. The content of one packaging is 50g of cheese and 20g of dip; together with
the included cheese pick makes this an easy snacking product to eat on the go.

Gouda & Pineapple chutney
√ Surprising combination
√ To-go snack
√ Easy to consume
The combination of the mild-creamy Gouda
cheese and the fresh, sweet Pineapple chutney
creates the perfect combination of flavours for
this premium to go product.

Contains		Gouda Mild 48% & Pineapple chutney
Shape		Cubes 15x15mm
Weight per CU 50g cheese + 20g dip (70g ℮)
Packaging		tray, top film, cheese pick, lid, sleeve

Box content
9 trays of 70g ℮ in SRP case (0.63kg)
Pallet content 312 (2.808 CU)
MOQ		1 pallet
Shelf life		45 days

Cheddar & Tomato Chili chutney
√ Spicy, but sweet
√ To-go snack
√ Easy to consume
The sweet, spicy taste of the Tomato Chili
chutney gives a delicious taste in combination
with the creamy, full flavour of the Cheddar
cheese.

Contains		Cheddar 50% & Tomato Chili Chutney
Shape		Cubes 15x15mm
Weight per CU 50g cheese + 20g dip (70g ℮)
Packaging		tray, top film, cheese pick, lid, sleeve
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Box content
9 trays of 70g ℮ in SRP case (0.63kg)
Pallet content 312 (2.808 CU)
MOQ		1 pallet
Shelf life		45 days
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Goat Cheese & Fig dip
√ Distinctive combination
√ To-go snack
√ Easy to consume
This convenience snacking item is exceptionally
tasty because of the surprising combination
of Goat cheese with its fresh, typical taste and
the sweet fig dip.

Contains		Goat 50% & Fig dip
Shape		Cubes 15x15mm
Weight per CU 50g cheese + 20g dip (70g ℮)
Packaging		tray, top film, cheese pick, lid, sleeve

Box content
9 trays of 70g ℮ in SRP case (0.63kg)
Pallet content 312 (2.808 CU)
MOQ		1 pallet
Shelf life		45 days

Gouda Old & Zaanse Mustard
√ Dutch favourite
√ To-go snack
√ Easy to consume
The Gouda Old combined with Zaanse Mustard
is a Dutch favourite because of the rich and
strong taste of the Gouda together with the
sharp taste of mustard.

Contains		Cheddar 50% & Tomato Chili Chutney
Shape		Cubes 15x15mm
Weight per CU 50g cheese + 20g dip (70g ℮)
Packaging		tray, top film, cheese pick, lid, sleeve
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Box content
9 trays of 70g ℮ in SRP case (0.63kg)
Pallet content 312 (2.808 CU)
MOQ		1 pallet
Shelf life		45 days
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